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concerning the Sarajevo plot. Bilinski's brief letter of
reply is significant: he would gladly talk about every other
aspect of this sad affair, except precisely this point, over
which he "wished to draw the veil of oblivion."72 In his
memoirs he merely complains that he was not consulted
about the arrangements because the Archduke had ex-
pressed the wish "that on this occasion the matter should
be handled exclusively by the Landeschef [Gen, Potiorek,
Governor of Bosnia and Herzegovina] as commanding gen-
eral, without involving the Joint Finance Ministry in any
arrangements. Against this I could raise no objections,
because I did not interfere in regard to the organization of
the province in affairs of military administration—with the
exception of summoning recruits and paying the costs of
this/'73 "The rumor that I warned the Emperor before the
trip is not true, for I had no right to interfere in a purely
military tour, and the extension of the trip into a political
affair was permitted without my being asked or informed."
He explained these facts, he says, in an audience with the
Emperor two days after the assassination, and the Emperor
exonerated him from all responsibility; except for this
audience he "never talked about the Archduke's trip, never,
either before, or after."74
Prom all this evidence, we may venture to draw the
following conclusions:
1. On or about June 5 the Serbian Minister in Vienna,
Mr. Jovan Jovanovitch, made a communication to Bilinski,
the Austro-Hungarian Joint Finance Minister, but not to
Berchtold or the Austrian Foreign Office as he should prop-
erly have done according to regular diplomatic procedure.
His irregular-diplomatic procedure on this occasion may
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